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Abstract—Optimal channel allocation is a key performance
engineering aspect in single-carrier frequency-division multiple
access (SC-FDMA). In SC-FDMA with localized channel assign-
ment, the channels of each user must form a consecutive block.
Subject to this constraint, various performance objectives, such
as maximum utility, minimum power, and minimum number of
channels, have been studied. We present a unified graph labeling
algorithm for these problems, based on the structural insight
that SC-FDMA channel allocation can be modeled as finding an
optimal path in an acyclic graph. By this insight, our algorithm
applies the concept of labeling and label domination that repre-
sent non-trivial extensions of finding a shortest or longest path.
The key parameter in trading performance versus computation
is the number of labels kept per node. Increasing the number
ultimately enables global optimality. The algorithm’s approach
is further justified by its global optimality guarantee with strong
polynomial-time complexity for two specific scenarios, where the
input is user-invariant and channel-invariant, respectively. For
the general case, we provide numerical results demonstrating
the algorithm’s ability of attaining near-optimal solutions.

Keywords: algorithm, channel allocation, optimization, single carrier fre-
quency division multiple access

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-
FDMA) has attracted much attention in recent years [1]. In
comparison to orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA), SC-FDMA offers lower peak-to-average-power
ratio (PAPR) [1]. For uplink communications with SC-FDMA,
the power amplifier at the mobile user can then transmit at
a smaller backoff from the peak power, ultimately leading
to less energy consumption. As such, SC-FDMA has been
adopted as the uplink multiple access scheme in the Third
Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (3GPP-
LTE) standard [2].

For OFDMA systems, optimizing system performance deals
with resource allocation among users in the frequency domain,
and to some extent power assignment over the channels. These
topics have been extensively addressed. Many algorithms
have been proposed for OFDMA channel allocation with the
objective of maximizing the sum utility or minimizing the
power (e.g., [3]–[5]). The algorithms are mainly heuristics,
justified by that OFDMA resource allocation is in general NP-
hard even if the rate function is well-behaved [6], [7].

In SC-FDMA systems, there are two schemes of assigning
channels to users: localized and interleaved [1]. In the former,

each user is assigned a block of channels that are consecutive
in the spectrum. In the latter, aka the distributed scheme, the
channels of a user is spread out, with equal spacing between
them. Performance comparison and system implementation of
the schemes are addressed in [1], [8], [9].

There has been an increasing amount of attention on various
resource optimization aspects of SC-FDMA with the localized
channel allocation scheme [10]–[16]. In the current paper, we
investigate optimal channel allocation problems with localized
channel allocation. We remark that our analysis and solution
algorithm are applicable to the problem class of optimal
channel allocation subject to the consecutive-channel con-
straint, for which SC-FDMA for LTE uplink serves as a good
example of practical systems. In [13], it has been identified
that the constraint, by itself, makes uplink scheduling a hard
problem. Thus optimization approaches exploiting the con-
straint’s structure are of significance. To this end, we focus on
understanding the complexity of and developing algorithmic
notions for channel allocation when the constraint is in place,
with applicability to multiple optimization objectives.

Heuristic algorithms for SC-FDMA scheduling and channel
allocation and their performance evaluation are presented in
[11]–[14], [16]. Besides maximizing the sum utility, other
performance measures have been considered [15], [17]. As
mobile users typically employ battery-powered handsets, it
is of significance to consider minimum sum power, subject
to meeting specified uplink demand target. Another problem
amounts to minimizing the number of allocated channels
required to meet given demand target [15]. This problem
setting is relevant to making as much resource available as
possible for elastic traffic, while guaranteeing the rates for
real-time applications. In comparison to maximum utility,
the problems of minimizing sum power and the number of
consumed channels with consecutive-channel allocation are
less studied.

In this paper, we present a unified study of consecutive-
channel resource allocation for the aforementioned three ob-
jectives. We do not restrict to any particular rate function in
order to stress the generality of the proposed approach. The
key contributions are as follows.
• We prove that the three resource allocation problems

are NP-hard. For utility maximization, our conclusion
extends the known complexity result. For the two mini-
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mization problems, our NP-hardness proof is original.
• We provide the structural insight that allocating blocks

of consecutive channels optimally can be mapped to
finding an optimal path in an acyclic graph. With this
insight, we develop a unified graph labeling algorithm
(GLA). The algorithm carries the following features.
First, multiple labels are used for each graph node,
which allows multiple partial solutions to be tentatively
stored, enabling better solution quality than allocating
channels in a pure greedy manner. Second, the labels are
organized into buckets, where each bucket corresponds
to partial solutions with the same number of users that
have been allocated channel blocks so far. This bucket
classification eases competition among partial solutions
to those in the same bucket, and hence avoids an overly-
greedy approach. Third, we introduce the concept of
label domination to identify partial solutions that can be
dropped without any loss of optimality.

• By treating bucket size as an algorithm parameter, the
GLA allows a flexible trade-off of complexity and sys-
tem performance. Analytically, the algorithm ultimately
approaches global optimum when the bucket size is
sufficiently large.

• We present and formally prove the global optimality
guarantee of GLA with bucket size one for two specific
scenarios, namely, where the input is either user-invariant
or channel-invariant. These analytical results further sup-
port the rationale of the algorithm design.

• Numerically, GLA is highly competitive in attaining
close-to-optimal solutions. Even with bucket size one, the
performance is superior in comparison to known algo-
rithms in the literature for all three objectives. Moreover,
GLA exhibits very promising performance in reaching
feasible allocations for the two minimization problems,
where finding a feasible solution is challenging for high
user demand.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

LetM , {1, . . . ,M} and N , {1, . . . , N} denote the sets
of users and channels, respectively. For uplink, the users inM
send data concurrently to a base station. Each user has a total
power limit, denoted by Pu. Moreover, for a user, the power
has to be equal on all allocated channels, subject to a given
channel peak power limit P s. Therefore, a user being allocated
n channels will use power min{P

u

n , P
s} on each channel.

Throughout the paper, we use the term channel to refer to the
resource unit in the frequency domain, solely for the sake of
convenience. The term is interchangeable with subchannel and
resource block (RB) of the LTE uplink specification.

For localized channel allocation, i.e., subject to the
consecutive-block constraint, the total number of blocks of
possible consecutive channels equals 1 + 2 + · · · + N =
N(N+1)

2 , for a total of N channels. We use B to denote the
set of these N(N+1)

2 channel blocks. Each element b ∈ B is a
set containing the consecutive channels of the corresponding
block. Thus a channel allocation corresponds to M mutually
disjoint channel blocks b1, b2, . . . , bM ∈ B.

We use uib to denote the utility value of assigning block b
to user i. The utility may include the rate achieved by user i
on b with power min{P

u

|b| , P
s} on each channel, as well as

weighing and scaling factors determined by a scheduler (e.g.,
for proportional fairness). We use f(i, j, p) to denote the rate
of user i on channel j with power level p. Here, we take the
function f to be given and do not restrict to any particular rate
function (e.g., a logarithmic function), or scaling parameter
setting in uib , in order to stress the generality of the proposed
solution approach. The first problem of maximizing sum utility
is formalized below. Note that ∅ denotes the option of not
assigning any channel block to a user.

[Max-Utility] Find a channel-user allocation b1, b2, . . . ,
bM ∈ B∪{∅} maximizing

∑
i∈M uibi subject to bi ∩ bh = ∅,

∀i, h ∈M, i 6= h. �
The second problem we consider is to minimize the total

uplink power required to support given user demand target,
denoted by di for user i. Again, for the sake of not losing
generality, we do not assume any specific power function (i.e.,
the inverse of f(i, j, p)). Instead, we use pib to denote the total
power required to satisfy user i’s demand on channel block
b . As power has to be equal on all channels in the block,
pib = {p : min |b|

∑
j∈b f(i, j, p) ≥ di}, subject to |b|p ≤ Pu

and p ≤ P s. Given f , this minimization is straightforward
(e.g., bi-section search assuming f(i, j, p) is monotonic in p).
If the power limits are not exceeded, the allocation is feasible,
otherwise the allocation is infeasible.

[Min-Power] Find a channel-user allocation b1, b2, . . . , bM
∈ B minimizing

∑
i∈M pibi where bi is a feasible allocation

for user i, ∀i ∈M, subject to bi ∩ bh = ∅, ∀i, h ∈M, i 6= h,
or determine it is not feasible to meet the demands of all users
within the power limits. �

The third problem considered in the literature [14] is to
minimize the number of channels used subject to demand
targets. This problem, as formally defined below, is similar
to Min-Power except for the cost function.

[Min-Channel] Find a channel-user allocation b1, b2, . . . ,
bM ∈ B minimizing

∑
i∈M |bi| where bi is a feasible

allocation for user i, ∀i ∈ M, subject to bi ∩ bh = ∅,
∀i, h ∈ M, i 6= h, or determine it is not feasible to meet
the demands of all users within the power limits. �

Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel can be for-
mulated by means of integer programming models [10]–[12],
[14]. Although integer linear programming (ILP) is not con-
sidered a very practical approach, it is useful for gauging the
performance of polynomial-time but sub-optimal algorithms.

III. PROBLEM COMPLEXITY

For SC-FDMA resource allocation, it is widely accepted
that global optimality is not computationally tractable. Yet
few investigations [18] have dealt with this aspect with formal
proofs. Note that ILP formulations do not qualify as evidence
of hardness, because most tractable combinatorial optimization
problems (e.g., matching) can be modeled by ILP. In this
section, we conclude the NP-hardness of Max-Utility by
extending slightly the result of a previous work. Next, as an
original contribution, we present and formally prove the NP-
hardness of Min-Power and Min-Channel.
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Theorem 1. Max-Utility is NP-hard.

Proof: In [18], Lee et al. provided an NP-hardness proof
based on a polynomial-time reduction from Hamiltonian path
to the problem of maximizing SC-FDMA utility, assuming
that the rate of every user on each channel is given as an
input parameter. Consider the special case of Max-Utility
where P s ≤ Pu

N . To maximize the utility function value, the
power on a channel is always P s for all users, and thus the
corresponding rate for each channel is independent of channel
block size. in this case, Max-Utility reduces to the problem
considered in [18], and the result follows.

Theorem 2. Min-Power and Min-Channel are NP-hard.

Proof: The proof uses a polynomial-time reduction from
the well-known 3-satisfiability (3-SAT) problem that is NP-
complete [19]. Consider a 3-SAT instance with m Boolean
variables x1, x2, . . . , xm, and n clauses. A variable or its
negation is referred to as a literal. Denote by x̂i the negation
of xi, i = 1, . . . ,m. Each clause is composed by a disjunction
of exactly three distinct literals, e.g., (x1 ∨ x̂2 ∨ x3). The 3-
SAT problem amounts to determining whether or not there
exists an assignment of true/false values to the variables, such
that all clauses are satisfied (i.e., at least one literal has value
true in every clause). In the sequel, we use ti and t̂i to
denote the numbers of clauses in which variable xi and its
negation x̂i appear, respectively. It is assumed that no clause
contains both a variable and its negation; such clauses become
always satisfied, thus they can be eliminated by pre-processing.
Moreover, a literal appears in at least one clause as otherwise
the corresponding value assignment is trivial. Consequently, a
literal is present in at most n− 1 clauses.

We perform a duplication process, by replacing the ti
occurrences of variable xi in the clause by separate Boolean
variables xi1, . . . , xiti . The duplication is carried out for the
negation x̂i as well. It is obvious that, as long as all the
literals corresponding to a common variable in the original
3-SAT instance take the same Boolean value, and the literals
representing its negation all take the opposite Boolean value,
the satisfiability problem after duplication remains equivalent
to the original one. Next, we construct a reduction from the
3-SAT instance after duplication as follows. The number of
users is M = m + n, referred to as literal and clause users,
respectively. The number of channels is N =

∑m
i=1(ti+ t̂i) +

m+ (m+ 1)n2. Among the channels,
∑m
i=1(ti + t̂i) channels

are referred to as the literal channels. For literal xi, there are
ti literal channels representing the occurrences of this literal in
the clauses. For convenience, the literal notation is reused for
these channels. Thus xi1, . . . , xiti denote the ti literal channels
created for xi. In addition to the literal channels, the channel
set contains m channels that we refer to as dummy channels,
denoted by symbol y. The remaining (m+ 1)n2 channels are
called surplus channels, denoted by symbol s.

The channel sequence has two parts. The first part contains
m segments for the m variables. For variable xi, the segment
consists in the ti literal channels, a dummy channel, followed
by the t̂i literal channels for the negation x̂i. The second part of
channels consists of the (m+1)n2 surplus channels. In symbol

representation, the channels are in the order x11 · · ·x1t1yx̂11

· · · x̂1t̂1
, · · · , xi1 · · ·xitiyx̂i1 · · · x̂it̂i · · ·xm1 · · ·xmtmyx̂m1

· · · x̂mt̂ms · · · s. Without loss of any generality, we assume
the rate function f can achieve value 1.0, and set the demand
to be 1.0 for all users. Denote by p a positive integer. We
set Pu = (m + 1)np, and P s = p, and construct our Min-
Power and Min-Channel instances such that possible channel
assignments for the literal and clause users are as specified
below. It is easily verified that finding a specification of p,
channel gain values, and the rate function f itself (e.g., the
logarithmic function) to meet the conditions is straightforward.

For each literal user i, pi{xi1,...,xiti
} = pi{x̂i1,...,x̂it̂i

} = p.
That is, the demand of this user can be met using total power
p on either of the two literal channel blocks xi1, . . . , xiti
and x̂i1, . . . , x̂it̂i . The remaining channels are inferior such
that no allocation other than the two literal channel blocks is
power-feasible for i. Thus literal user i has to be allocated
xi1, . . . , xiti or x̂i1, . . . , x̂it̂i (without overlap, because of the
dummy channel in-between). This corresponds to the Boolean
value assignment in the original 3-SAT instance. Thus, for the
literal users, the total power equals mp for Min-Power for
any feasible channel allocation. In Min-Channel, a feasible
allocation means that the total number of allocated channels
for the literal users is strictly less than mn because ti < n
and t̂i < n for any variable i.

For each clause user, the demand is met with power p
on any of the three literal channels in the corresponding
clause in the 3-SAT instance with literal duplication. As an
example, consider clause (x1∨x̂2∨x3) and assume, after literal
duplication, the clause is (x14∨ x̂21∨x35). The corresponding
clause user h has ph{x14} = ph{x̂21} = ph{x35} = p. As literal
channels in any clause are non-consecutive, a clause user will
not split its rate on more than one literal channel in the clause.
The other literal channels are all power-infeasible for the
clause user. The demand of a clause user can be alternatively
met by allocating exactly (m+ 1)n (but not less) consecutive
surplus channels, with power p on each, with total power
(m+1)np = Pu. Thus, each clause user is allocated either one
of the three clause channels, or a block of (m + 1)n surplus
channels if none of the former is available. This corresponds
to whether or not a clause is satisfied in the 3-SAT instance.

By the construction above, which is clearly polynomial, the
optimum value of Min-Power is no less than mp+np. If the
3-SAT instance is satisfiable, this value is indeed attained and
hence optimal. Otherwise, at least one clause user is allocated
(m + 1)n surplus channels, and the total power is at least
mp+(n−1)p+(m+1)np > mp+np. For Min-Channel, the
optimal value is no more than mn+n if the 3-SAT instance is
satisfiable. If the opposite holds, then the number of channels
required, in the best case, is m+ (n−1) + (m+ 1)n, because
the m literal users will use at least m channels, and at least one
of the n clause users will consume (m+1)n surplus channels.
The sum is strictly greater than mn+n. Thus whether or not
there exists a channel allocation with no more than mp+ np
in power for Min-Power or mn+n in the number of channels
for Min-Channel gives the correct answer to 3-SAT. Therefore
the recognition versions of Min-Power and Min-Channel are
NP-complete, and their optimization versions are NP-hard.
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IV. A GRAPH LABELING ALGORITHM

A. Motivation

The complexity of Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-
Channel justifies the use of sub-optimal algorithms, such
as the ones proposed in [11], [13], [14]. To motivate our
algorithmic notion and provide intuition, we take Max-Utility
as an example and outline two algorithms for the problem: the
riding-peaks (RP) algorithm in [13] and the maximum-utility-
increase (MUI) algorithm in [14]. The latter is an improvement
of a well-known greedy algorithm proposed in [11].

Both MUI and RP allocate one channel in each step. Merely
for simplifying the numerical example, suppose Pu is large,
such that the utility is only dependent on the user-channel
pair and channel peak power P s. Thus for each user i and
channel j, the utility uij can be pre-calculated. In the RP
algorithm, the utility values {uij , i ∈ M, j ∈ N} are sorted
in descending order. The algorithm goes through the sorted list.
For each element, the corresponding user-channel assignment
is carried out, if the channel is adjacent to those already
allocated to this user, or if the user is not yet assigned any
channel; otherwise the algorithm moves to the next element in
the list. Each time a user-channel assignment is performed, the
remaining elements in the list involving the assigned channel
are removed. The process terminates until the list is exhausted.
The MUI algorithm also makes one user-channel allocation
at a time. However, in the MUI algorithm, the metric of a
candidate allocation is the incremental utility in relation to the
current total utility achieved by the user. Moreover, to account
for consecutive channel allocation, the MUI algorithm defines
the incremental utility of assigning channel j to user i as the
average utility increase of assigning j − 1, j, and j + 1 (or
two of the three, if j = 0 or j = N ) to i. Thus, although
each allocation assigns one channel only, the evaluation metric
takes into account the average effect of assigning multiple
adjacent channels, improving the metric in [13]. The MUI
algorithm terminates until all channels are assigned or no
further assignment leads to any incremental utility.

For both algorithms, performance calculation in each step is
carried out separately for the channels, and for each channel,
confined locally to the channel. Moreover, once an assignment
is made, modifying the choice in a latter stage is not possible.
It is instructive to illustrate why these aspects form the key
performance-limiting factors by numerical examples.

Example 1. This example extends a scenario in [18]. Consider
two users and N channels. The utility vector of user one is
(u, 0, u−ε2 , u−ε2 , . . . , u−ε2 ), with 0 < u and 0 < ε � u. For
user two, the vector is (0, u, 0, 0, . . . , 0). Both algorithms will
allocate channel one to user one, and channel two to user two,
resulting in a total utility of 2u. At optimum, the total utility
is u + N−2

2 (u − ε) for N > 4 and ε → 0. For large N , the
algorithms’ solution is highly sub-optimal.

Example 2. Consider the scenario with N = 4n, where
n is a positive integer satisfying n > M . All users have
the utility vector (ε, u, ε, 0, ε, u, ε, 0, . . . , ε, u, ε, 0). The two
algorithms will allocate M channel blocks of three channels
each, with a total utility of M(u + 2ε). The optimum is to

allocate all channels in one shot, achieving a total utility
of n(u + 2ε). The performance gap grows by n. Here, the
algorithms fail because the single-channel greedy selection
makes the allocations scattered and approaching optimum is
then prohibited by the adjacent-channel requirement.

The above illustration and discussion motivate further in-
vestigations of algorithms. In particular, it is highly desirable
to design an algorithm that not only runs in polynomial time
in its base form, but also has the following features.

1) The algorithm provides a unified solution approach for
Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel.

2) The algorithm has a mechanism for a more global view
than a pure greedy heuristic to overcome the inherent
weakness of the latter.

3) There is a simple means in the algorithm for the trade-
off of computation and solution performance.

4) The algorithm, by design, approaches global optimality
as computational effort increases.

5) Last but not least, the algorithm exhibits the rationale of
guaranteeing global optimality for tractable scenarios of
Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel.

We derive an algorithm exhibiting the above features via
graph labeling, based on the structural insight that solving
Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel can be modeled
as finding an optimal path in a graph. The algorithm design
overcomes the weakness of the local performance view, as
illustrated by the examples, by considering the allocation of
channel blocks without restricting the block size, and keeping
multiple partial solutions. For Example 1, our algorithm will
examine, by its construction (Section IV-C), the allocation of
channel three to N as one single block to user one, leading to
the global optimum. In Example 2, the users are identical in
problem input. For this problem class, the optimality guarantee
of our algorithm is formally proven in Section V.

B. Graph Representation

We define a directed and acyclic graph G = (V,A). The
node set V = {0, . . . , N}. The first node (numbered zero) is
an auxiliary source node. The remaining nodes represent the
N channels. A node pair (j, k) is in the arc set A, if and only
if j < k. An illustration is provided in Figure 1.

.  .  . .  .  .0 1 2 j N

Figure 1. A graph representation of SC-FDMA channel allocation.

In graph G, an arc corresponds to grouping channels into
a channel block. Specifically, arc (j, k) represents channel
block j + 1, . . . , k. An arc is associated with M values to
specify the performance metric of assigning the block to users
in M, i.e., utility, power, or number of channels. Traversing
arc (j, k) corresponds to considering allocating the k − j
consecutive channels to candidate users that were not yet
allocated any channel resource, as well as the option of not
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assigning the block to any user. We denote the performance
value of allocating channel block j+ 1 . . . , k to user i as vijk.

From Figure 1, a solution to the three channel allocation
problems has a unique mapping to a path from node zero to
node N in graph G. Each of the arcs in the path is associated
with at most one user, and a user may appear at most once
along the path. This is in fact a type of optimal path problem,
i.e., to find either a longest (Max-Utility) or shortest (Min-
Power and Min-Channel) path in the acyclic graph G.

The above structural insight leads to the notion of graph
labeling. Labeling is a concept used by various algorithms, for
example the Dijkstras algorithm, for solving the shortest path
problem (see, e.g., [20] for a comprehensive treatment). The
general idea is to create labels at nodes to represent partial
paths, and update a label if another partial path with better
value is found. In the sequel, we present major extensions of
the classical labeling procedure to derive a unified labeling
algorithm for Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel.

C. Key Components of the Graph Labeling Algorithm (GLA)

Because each user is allocated at most one channel block in
Max-Utility, and exactly one channel block in Min-Power and
Min-Channel, a labeling algorithm has to keep track on the
set of users for which channel blocks have been allocated. To
this end, a label ` in GLA is a tuple of format (v`,M`,M`),
where v` is the accumulated performance value (utility, power,
and the number of channels for Max-Utility, Min-Power,
and Min-Channel, respectively), M` ⊆ M is the associated
subset of users for which channel blocks have been allocated,
and M` = |M`| is introduced for the sake of convenience.

In GLA, label processing for an arc has to be carried out for
multiple users. Consider two arbitrary nodes j and k with j <
k, the corresponding arc (j, k), and a label ` = (v`,M`,M`)
at node j. The set of candidate users isM\M`. The option of
not assigning the block at all is considered as well. Therefore
there are M −M` + 1 choices. For the choice of not using
the block, label (v`,M`,M`) appears at node k without any
change. For candidate user i ∈M\M`, GLA augments label
`, resulting in (v` + vijk,M` + 1,M` ∪ {i}).

A key difference between classical shortest path and optimal
path for SC-FDMA channel allocation is that, in the latter,
a partial path that is globally optimal may not necessary
be locally optimal. Moreover, note that, locally, allocating a
channel block to any user is always better than not using it at
all in Max-Utility, even if the latter choice may be globally
optimal. For Min-Power and Min-Channel, not assigning
any user always performs best in the accumulated power or
number of channels, but this clearly does not necessarily lead
to better performance globally. To account for this aspect,
algorithm GLA keeps multiple labels per node, and organizes
them into M+1 separate buckets, numbered as 0, 1, . . . ,M to
correspond to the number of users allocated so far. Each bucket
stores up to K labels, where K ≥ 1 is an algorithm parameter.
A label ` with M` users is stored as one of the K labels
in bucket M`. The first bucket admits the possibility of zero

user assignment1. Each label at node j is a partial candidate
solution (with a given number of users) for channels one to j.
Using a larger K stores more partial candidate solutions and
hence potentially improves the overall solution.

Instead of arbitrarily accumulating labels, GLA adopts
domination rules to eliminate labels that are evidently non-
optimal. Consider two labels (v`,M`,M`) and (vh,Mh,Mh)
located at the same node, with v` ≥ vh and M` ⊆ Mh.
Intuitively, for Max-Utility, the latter will not achieve a better
overall performance, because for the same set of resource,
the former yields better or same utility with a subset of
the users of the latter. In this case, (v`,M`,M`) is said to
dominate (vh,Mh,Mh). For Min-Power and Min-Channel,
the reverse relation holds, namely, (v`,M`,M`) dominates
(vh,Mh,Mh), if both are present at the same node, and
v` ≤ vh and M` ⊇ Mh. Dominated labels can be dropped
without loss of optimality, as formalized in the lemma below.

Lemma 3. Consider two solutions of allocating the first j
channels, denoted by labels ` = (v`,M`,M`) and h =
(vh,Mh,Mh) at node j, respectively, with 1 ≤ j ≤ N . For
Max-Utility, if v` ≥ vh and M` ⊆ Mh, then ` dominates
h, that is, for any solution derived from the latter, there
exists a solution enabled by the former with better or equal
performance. For Min-Power and Min-Channel, ` dominates
h if v` ≤ vh and M` ⊇Mh.

Proof: Assume v` ≥ vh and M` ⊆ Mh. An extension
of (vh,Mh,Mh) with allocation of channels j + 1, . . . , N is
a complete solution for Max-Utility if and only if none of
the channel blocks of j + 1, . . . , N is assigned to any user in
Mh. Because M` ⊆ Mh, any complete solution extending
(vh,Mh,Mh) is also a complete solution of (v`,M`,M`).
Moreover, the extension with the latter has better and equal
performance because v` ≥ vh. The corresponding result for
Min-Power and Min-Channel follows analogously.

D. Algorithm Summary

Denote by L(j,m) the set of labels in bucket m of node j.
The initialization step of GLA is to set L(j, 0) = {(0, 0, ∅)}
for j = 0, . . . , N . The bulk of the algorithm processes nodes
1, . . . , N one by one. For each node, the algorithm creates,
evaluates, and stores labels for buckets 1, . . . ,M , each being
able to hold up to K labels. Note that, for j with 1 ≤ j ≤
M − 1, j buckets are sufficient, as no more than j users can
be allocated channels. In general, the number of buckets to be
processed is min{j,M}.

Consider Max-Utility. For each node j = 1, . . . , N , GLA
sets labels in ascending order of the bucket number, i.e.,
m = 1, . . . ,M . For bucket m, its content L(j,m) is de-
rived by processing the labels present at the previous nodes
i = 1, . . . , j − 1. Two types of processing are performed as
follows, corresponding respectively to the cases that one user
and no user is allocated the channel block. First, the labels in
bucket m − 1 of node i are augmented by assigning channel
block i+ 1, . . . , j to one additional user. Second, the labels in

1For row one, K = 1 is always sufficient, though we do not explicitly
make this distinction in algorithm description for the sake of clarity.
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bucket m of node i are reused directly for bucket m of node
j. Each new label for L(j,m) undergoes a domination check.
That is, the label is discarded, if it is dominated by any label
in L(j, n) with n = 1, . . . ,m − 1. A non-dominated label is
put into bucket m if it is not yet full (i.e., |L(j,m)| < K). If
|L(j,m)| = K, the new label replaces the most inferior one
in L(j,m), in case the former has better performance value,
otherwise the new label is discarded.

The algorithm terminates when the treatment of node N is
complete. At this stage, the label yielding the best performance
value in L(N,m),m = 1, . . . ,M , represents the outcome.
Note that Min-Power and Min-Channel require that all users
are allocated channel blocks, hence only L(N,M) need to be
considered for the final outcome. The flow of computations
is given in Algorithm 1. In the description, clarity and com-
pactness are preferred over implementation details. For the
same reason, information storage for retrieving the channel
allocation solution is omitted. The bulk of computation starts
at Line 5. For each node j and its bucket m, the labeling
process is performed in Lines 7–20. Notation L′ denotes the
set of all tentative labels, derived from labels at a previous
node i. Set L′ is obtained by processing the labels in L(i,m)
and L(i,m− 1), respectively. Thus, the labels in L(i,m) are
reused in L′, representing the choice of skipping channel block
i+1, . . . , j. Each label ` ∈ L(i,m−1) contributes to M−M`

labels in L′, obtained via augmenting ` by allocating channel
block i + 1, . . . , j to one of the remaining M − M` users,
see Lines 10–11. Each candidate label `′ ∈ L′ is subject to
domination check in Line 13. A label passing the check enters
bucket L(j,m) either because there is empty space available,
or because `′ outperforms the currently most inferior label ¯̀

in L(j,m), see Lines 14–15 and Lines 17–20, respectively.
Applying Algorithm 1 to Min-Power and Min-Channel

requires the following minor adaptations. First, the loop start-
ing at Line 6 comes in the reverse order, i.e., m goes from
min{j,M} down to one. This is because for Min-Power and
Min-Channel, domination check of labels of bucket m is per-
formed versus labels present in buckets m+1, . . . ,min{j,M}.
Second, the left-hand and right-hand sides in the two condi-
tions of domination check (Line 13) switch their positions,
and, in same line, s takes values m, . . . ,min{j,M}. Third,
maximization replaces minimization in Line 17, and the re-
versed condition applies to Line 18. Finally, the final output
is obtained by using argmin`∈L(N,M)v` in Line 21.

For Min-Power and Min-Channel, assigning a channel
block to a user is infeasible, if the corresponding power
exceeds any of the two limits. In GLA, this can be taken
care of by skipping the corresponding label, accomplished by
adding one additional check before Line 11.

E. Algorithm Complexity

To see the computational complexity of Algorithm GLA,
we begin by observing that K is an algorithm parameter that
is independent of input size M or N . Therefore, to ease the
presentation without any loss of its applicability to complexity,
in the following we analyze the amount of computation with
K = 1, that is, each bucket holds up to one label.

Algorithm 1 The GLA algorithm for Max-Utility.
Input: M, N , B, uib , i ∈M, b ∈ B
Output: `∗ (the best label value)

1: for j = 0 : N do
2: L(j, 0)← {(0, 0, ∅)}
3: for m = 1 : M do
4: L(j,m)← ∅
5: for j = 1 : N do
6: for m = 1 : min{j,M} do
7: for i = 0 : j − 1 do
8: L′ ← L(i,m)
9: for all ` ∈ L(i,m− 1) do

10: for all w /∈M` do
11: L′←L′∪{(v`+vwi+1,j ,M`+ 1,M`∪{w})}
12: for all `′ ∈ L′ do
13: if @h ∈ Ljs, s = 1, . . . ,m: vh ≥ v`′ ∧Mh ⊆

M`′ then
14: if |L(j,m)| < K then
15: L(j,m)← L(j,m) ∪ {`′}
16: else
17: ¯̀← argminh∈L(j,m)vh
18: if v′` > v¯̀ then
19: L(j,m)← L(j,m) \ {¯̀}
20: L(j,m)← L(j,m) ∪ {`′}
21: `∗ ← argmax`∈L(N,m),m=1,...,Mv`
22: return `∗

The bulk of computation is formed by Lines 8–20, consist-
ing in setting labels in bucket m of node j, via the labels in
buckets L(i,m) and L(i,m − 1) of node i. Processing the
label in L(i,m) does not form the computational bottleneck,
because it gives one candidate label for bucket L(j,m),
whereas for any label ` in L(i,m − 1), M −M` candidate
labels must be considered. In the following, we consider the
complexity of processing one label in L(i,m − 1). From
now on, we assume that the user set M` of each label ` is
implemented as a list. Thus reading or writing a label, and a
comparison of users of two labels all require O(M) time.

Consider a naive way of processing L(i,m − 1). Its label
may lead to O(M) new labels in Lines 10–11. The new
labels are subject to domination check versus j’s labels in
buckets Lj,1 to Lj,m. Because there are O(M) labels in these
buckets and each check requires O(M) time, the complexity
is of O(M3). However, this complexity can be reduced by
one magnitude by a less trivial implementation. The idea is
to integrate domination check into the process of creating
new labels, instead of creating candidate labels first and then
carrying out domination check. For label ` ∈ L(i,m − 1),
consider examining, one by one, the O(M) labels used in
the domination check, located in buckets L(j, 1) to L(j,m)
of node j. Let h be the label under consideration. Clearly, if
label `, after being augmented by one additional user, would
be dominated by label h, then either Mh ⊆ M`, or deleting
exactly one element fromMh will make it a subset ofM`. If
none of the two conditions holds, h will not dominate any new
label derived from `. Examining these conditions obviously
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runs in O(M) time. Next, if Mh ⊆M`, domination tests for
the users in M\M` requires O(M) time, because checking
if a user is in M` as well as a performance value comparison
run on O(1) time. If potential domination originates from
the second condition, domination has to be checked for one
user only and requires less time. Following the approach of
combining label creation with domination, determining the
domination relation between ` ∈ L(i,m− 1) and a label h of
node j, for all users that potentially augment `, or concluding
no domination applies, runs in O(M) time. As there are O(M)
labels to check against, the complexity of domination test for
label ` ∈ L(i,m− 1) becomes of O(M2).

The above operations result in a binary indicator list for
users in M\M`, representing whether or not augmenting `
with each of these users is dominated by some label at node
j. The list is of size O(M). Selecting the best-valued element
and determining if it shall replace the current label of L(m, j)
require clearly O(M) time. Writing the resulting label of the
selection takes O(M) time. Thus, once the domination check
for label ` ∈ L(i,m − 1) is complete, updating the label in
L(m, j) (Lines 17–20) is of complexity O(M).

From the analysis above, the bulk of computation in Lines
8–20 requires O(M2) time. Next, note that the loops starting
at Lines 5–7 require no more than N , M , and N iterations,
respectively, giving O(M3N2) as the overall complexity. The
result applies provided that the utility values are computed
before running GLA. The complexity impact of utility compu-
tation, along with complexity comparison with the algorithms
for performance evaluation, are detailed in Section VI-E.

V. OPTIMALITY RESULTS

In this section we provide insights into the performance of
GLA in terms of optimality. The first result states the ability
of the algorithm in ultimately approaching global optimum.

Theorem 4. For any instance of Max-Utility, and any feasible
instance of Min-Power and Min-Channel, there is a finite
value of K, for which GLA returns the global optimum.

Proof: Without loss of any generality, assume that at
the global optimum, the first assignment along the channel
sequence 1, . . . , N is the allocation of channel block i, . . . , j to
user m. Label (0, 0, ∅) is present at node i in the initialization
step. Thus, while generating L(j,m), label ` withM` = {m}
will be considered. As there are a finite number of combina-
tions for labels at j, there is a finite value of K for which this
label is kept. Repeating the argument, the observation applies
to the remaining channel assignments of the global optimum.
By Lemma 3, eliminating labels by domination check does
not compromise optimality, and the result follows.

Next, we present and prove the global optimality guar-
antee of GLA for two classes of Max-Utility, Min-Power,
and Min-Channel that are more structured than the general
case. Namely, the input is either user-invariant or channel-
invariant. The user-invariant class means that the users are not
distinguishable in the problem input. In this case, the channel
gains differ by channel but not by user, or, equivalently, all
users have the same gain distribution over the channels, which

become of relevance in the scenario where the users are
located very close to each other, such that the channel variation
between users is negligible. User-invariant input implies also
that the users are not differentiated by priority and thus achieve
the same utility value for any channel block in Max-Utility,
and that the users have uniform demand in Min-Power and
Min-Channel. For the channel-invariant class, the channel
gains are uniform for every user, but remain nonuniform
over the users. This class provides a good approximation if
users maintain line-of-sight to the base station, leading to
flat-fading channels. Note that identifying the two classes is
straightforward with a running time of O(MN). We prove
that simplification or slight adaptation of the GLA algorithm
with only one label per bucket (i.e., K = 1) enables the global
optimum for these two problems classes.

For the user-invariant problem class, the performance value
of allocating a channel block b does not depend on who the ac-
tual user is. Hence, for any channel block, the decision reduces
to determining whether or not to allocate the block to any user,
whereas to which specific user the block is allocated has no
significance. In other words, a solution is fully characterized
by at most N non-overlapping channel blocks for Max-Utility,
and exactly N non-overlapping channel blocks for Min-Power
and Min-Channel. The GLA algorithm is thus simplified – it
is sufficient that a label ` contains the performance value v`
and the number of users M`. Moreover, while processing a
label and a channel block, the allocation is not user-specific.
The theorem below states the optimality of GLA with K = 1.

Theorem 5. Algorithm GLA guarantees global optimality for
the user-invariant class of Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-
Channel, with K = 1.

Proof: Consider Max-Utility, and denote by ub the
utility of allocating channel block b to one user. By the
observation made above, user index is not needed. Suppose
that, at optimum, the first allocated channel block, in the
sequence i, . . . , N , is i1, . . . , j1. By algorithm construction,
label (0, 0) exists at node i1, and the label will be processed
with this channel block, generating candidate label `1, where
v`1 = u{i1,...,j1} and M`1 = 1, for bucket one of node
j1. No other label at j1 will outperform label `1, because
otherwise there is a better solution of allocating channels
1, . . . , j1 to a single user. This new single-user allocation,
combined with the remaining allocations in the solution in
question, contradict the assumption of optimality. Hence `1 is
the final label kept at node j for K = 1. Denote by i2, . . . , j2
the next allocated block at optimum, with j1 ≤ i2. The very
same label `1 is the final result of bucket one at node i2, as
any label in this bucket having better performance would mean
allocating i1, . . . , j1 is not the optimal choice for channels up
to i2. While processing `1 at i2, `2 = (v`1 + u{i2,...,j2}, 2)
is a candidate label for bucket two of node j2. Assuming
that a label of the same bucket has a better performance
value would again contradict the optimality assumption of the
solution in question. Repeating the argument, algorithm GLA
yields global optimum of Max-Utility. The proof with slight
modification applies to Min-Power and Min-Channel, and
the theorem follows.
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For the channel-invariant problem class, searching for opti-
mality can be restricted to solutions without any gap between
the allocated channel blocks. The observation follows from the
channel-invariant property, which allows the allocated channel
blocks to be shifted to eliminate the gaps, if any. Moreover, it is
easily realized that, along the sequence of channels 1, . . . , N ,
allocation can take place for any fixed order of users, e.g.,
1, . . . ,M , without loss of optimality. Based on the properties,
we make slight adaptations of GLA as follows. First, in
processing any label, the option of not allocating a channel
block is excluded. Second, if m is the highest user index in a
label, then extending the label applies to users m+ 1, . . . ,M .
The meaning of M` in label ` is updated accordingly for Max-
Utility; the notation has the meaning that channel allocation
has been performed for users among which the highest index
is M`. Note that for Min-Power and Min-Channel, the new
definition coincides with the original one, because all users
must be allocated channel blocks. Below we prove that the
adapted algorithm is globally optimal.

Theorem 6. The adapted version of Algorithm GLA guaran-
tees global optimality for the channel-invariant class of Max-
Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel, with K = 1.

Proof: Based on the discussion above, there exists an
optimal solution such that the channel blocks allocated are
contiguous and the allocations follow user indices 1, . . . ,M .
Consider such an optimal solution with inter-user break points
i1, i2, . . . , along the sequence 1, . . . , N , having m1,m2, . . .
as the corresponding users for channel allocation, i.e., user
m1 is allocated block 1, . . . , i1, user m2 is allocated block
i1 + 1 . . . , i2, and so on. For Min-Power and Min-Channel
mk = k, k = 1, . . . ,M , whereas this condition does not
hold for Max-Utility because not all users are necessarily
allocated channel blocks. Starting from label (0, 0, ∅) at node
zero, label `1 with v`1 = vm1

1i1
, M`1 = m1 and M`1 = {m1}

is a candidate label of bucket m1 of node i1. Assume that
there is another label `′ outperforming `1 for the same bucket.
The assumption can be immediately discarded for Min-Power
and Min-Channel, because m1 = 1 and this is the only
eligible user for the bucket. For Max-Utility, the existence
of `′ means that `′ contains user m1 and additional users
with indices smaller than m1, giving a contradiction because
`′ together with the remaining allocations of the solution in
question would lead to a better overall solution. Thus the
assumption is invalid, and `1 is the final result of bucket one
of node i1. For the same reason, while setting labels at node
i2, extending `l with user m2 leads to the best possible label
`2 for Max-Utility, with v`2 = v`1 + vm2

i1+1,i2
, M`2 = m2,

and M`2 = {m1,m2}, as otherwise a contradiction arises.
For Min-Power and Min-Channel, user m2 = 2. If there
is a better label than `2 at i2 for bucket two, then it means
there is a better allocation of channels 1, . . . , i2 to the first two
users. This, together with the remaining allocations, contradict
the optimality assumption. Repeating the argument for the
remaining allocations completes the proof.

Theorems 5–6 not only support the rationale of graph
labeling but also provide understanding of the two structured
problem classes’ complexity, as stated in the following corol-

lary. The result follows immediately from the polynomial-time
complexity of the GLA algorithm.

Corollary 7. The user-invariant and channel-invariant
classes of Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel have
polynomial-time tractability.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

For performance evaluation, we consider SC-FDMA uplink
of a cell with randomly and uniformly distributed users. Table
I summarizes the key parameters. The channel gain consists
of path loss, shadowing, as well as Rayleigh fading. The path
loss follows the widely used COST 231 model that extends
the Okumura-Hata model for urban scenarios. By the COST
231 model, path loss is frequency dependent. Log-normal
shadowing model with 8 dB standard deviation is used [14].
A channel corresponds to a resource block in LTE with twelve
subcarriers. To gain a comprehensive performance picture, four
sets of data with (M , N ) = (10, 64), (20, 64), (10, 128), and
(20, 128), respectively, have been used. Cell size as well as
the number of users and channels are comparable to those in
previous simulations [11], [13], [14]. For each data set, we
generate 100 instances and consider the average performance.
Note that the theoretical results in Sections III and V hold for
any given deterministic channel realization, regardless of the
channel model used.

Table I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Parameter Value
Cell radius 1000 m
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Number of users M 10, 20
Number of channels N 64, 128
Channel bandwidth 180 KHz
Path loss COST-231-HATA
Shadowing Log-normal, 8 dB standard deviation
Multipath fading Rayleigh fading
User power limit Pu 200 mW
Channel peak power limit P s 10 mW
Noise power spectral density -174 dBm/Hz

We examine three performance aspects. First, performance
evaluation of GLA has been carried out with respect to global
optimal solution and several other known heuristic algorithms
for SC-FDMA resource allocation. Next, we examine the
impact of parameter K on algorithm performance. Finally, for
Min-Power and Min-Channel, the feasibility aspect is consid-
ered by progressively increasing the demand and conducting a
comparative study of GLA’s performance in finding a feasible
channel allocation.

We remark that the system model (Section II) and the
GLA algorithm are not restricted to any particular definition
of the utility function or power function. For performance
comparison, the utility values in Max-Utility are set to be the
data rates derived from the logarithmic function. The setting
is coherent with the literature [11], [14]. Thus, for user i
and channel block b , the utility is uib =

∑
j∈b B log2(1 +

min{Pu/|bi|,P s}gij
σ2 ), where B is the channel bandwidth, gij
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is the channel gain for i on channel j, and σ2 is the noise
power spectral density times the channel bandwidth. For Min-
Power and Min-Channel, the assignment is feasible if the
achieved rate over the channel block meets the demand, i.e.,
if

∑
j∈b B log2(1 +

min{Pu/|bi|,P s}gij
σ2 ) ≥ di, otherwise the

assignment is infeasible and cannot be performed. Uniform de-
mand is used for Min-Power and Min-Channel, with di = 1
Mbps, ∀i ∈ M. If assigning block b to user i is feasible,
the cost of the assignment is clearly |bi| · min{Pu/|bi|, P s}
in Min-Power, and for Min-Channel the cost parameter is
simply the number of channels, i.e., |bi|.

For benchmarking, integer linear programming (ILP) pro-
posed for Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel (see
[10]–[12], [14]) has been used to compute the global optimum.
Throughout this section, the term optimality gap refers to the
relative difference in comparison to the benchmarking results
by ILP, obtained via [21].

Four previously proposed algorithms have been imple-
mented for comparison. For Max-Utility, the maximum-
utility-increase (MUI) algorithm [14] and the riding-peaks
(RP) algorithm [13], which have been presented in Section
IV-A, are considered. For Min-Power and Min-Channel, the
minimum-power-decrease (MPD) algorithm and the block-
allocation-for-minimum-number-of-subchannels (BMNS) in
[14] are used respectively for comparison. The MPD algorithm
adapts MUI for Min-Power. In each step, the algorithm
computes the power reduction of allocating one channel to a
user, subject to that the channel is adjacent to those previously
allocated to the user. The allocation giving the highest power
reduction is selected. The process is repeated until the channels
are exhausted. Note that the power limits P s and Pu are
relaxed in the process. If the final allocation violates any of
the limits, the algorithm is not successful in solving Min-
Power. The BMNS algorithm allocates one channel block
to one user in every step. Block selection is based on its
size (i.e., the cost function of Min-Channel). For each user,
the difference between the sizes of the smallest and second
smallest channel block that are available and satisfy the user
demand is computed. The user having the largest difference
value is selected, to whom the feasible channel block of
smallest size is allocated. The pool of available channels is
then updated accordingly. The algorithm stops when all users
have been allocated channel blocks or none of the blocks left
is feasible for any of the remaining users. The latter case
represents an unsuccessful solution for Min-Channel.

B. Performance in Optimality

Table II summarizes the performance values of the al-
gorithms. Each entry in the table is the average of 100
instances. For GLA, parameter K is set to ten. In Figure 2,
the corresponding optimality gaps of the algorithms’ perfor-
mance values in Table II, in terms of the respective relative
deviation from column “optimum”, are further illustrated for
comparison. We make the following observations based on the
results.
• For Max-Utility, GLA delivers a total throughput being

very close to what is optimally achievable, see Table
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Figure 2. Optimality gap for Max-Utility, Min-Power, and Min-Channel.

II. The optimality gap is 2% or less in Figure 2(a).
Algorithms MUI and RP give significantly lower utility,
resulting in an optimality gap ranging between 12% and
18%. For MUI and RP, doubling N leads to notice-
ably larger optimality gap, whereas doubling M has the
opposite effect; the latter can be attributed to that, for

Table II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS.

Max-Utility (Mbps)
Optimum GLA MUI RP

(10, 64) 62.21 61.88 54.58 53.53
(20, 64) 70.99 70.59 62.65 62.34
(10, 128) 125.59 123.87 104.00 104.64
(20, 128) 142.27 141.01 120.36 121.62

Min-Power (mW)
Optimum GLA MPD

(10, 64) 116.72 128.98 145.26
(20, 64) 381.61 426.98 491.81
(10, 128) 82.63 89.47 101.98
(20, 128) 290.81 319.16 370.37

Min-Channel (channels)
Optimum GLA BMNS

(10, 64) 23.80 24.02 25.37
(20, 64) 54.04 55.58 58.71
(10, 128) 18.76 18.99 20.18
(20, 128) 50.54 51.89 54.67
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many users, greedy channel allocation is likely a good
choice for maximizing utility. For GLA, the results have
little fluctuation. The main limitation of algorithms MUI
and RP, as was highlighted in Section IV-A, is that per-
formance evaluation of each channel-user assignment is
carried out locally for the channel. That MUI may achieve
better utility value than RP is most likely attributed to the
fact of accounting for channel variation by considering
the two adjacent channels for each candidate assignment
in the former algorithm. By construction, GLA takes a
more global view than both MUI and RP, by considering
allocation of blocks of any size. This is the underlying
reason that GLA outperforms both MUI and RP.

• For problem Min-Power, the total power consumption by
GLA in Table II is much closer to optimum in comparison
to the MPD algorithm. The optimality gap for Min-
Power in Figure 2 is greater than that for Max-Utility,
indicating that the former problem is harder. This is ex-
plained by a higher competition among the users because
all demand targets have to be fulfilled. The explanation
is indeed confirmed by Figure 2(b), as the performance
of both algorithms consistently improves when there is
more resource (i.e., number of channels) available, even
if the problem size becomes larger. Increasing the number
of users results in larger gap, although the growth is
moderate.

• Examining the results for Min-Channel in Table II,
one observes that, in terms of the number of channels
consumed, both algorithms GLA and BMNS deliver
values being fairly close to the minimum. GLA remains
consistently better, however, as can be seen from the
values as well as from Figure 2(c). Similar to Min-Power,
increasing the number of users leads to harder instances
for Min-Channel, because of higher competition.

• By the numerical results in Table II and Figure 2, the
empirical hardness of the problems grows in the order
Max-Utility, Min-Channel, and Min-Power, due to the
following reasons. First, solving Min-Channel and Min-
Power has to deal with the fulfillment of user demands
that is not present in Max-Utility. Second, for Min-
Channel, there is structural preference of always allo-
cating a smaller channel block to a user, as long as the
demand can be met. Min-Power, on the other hand, does
not submit to the same preference.

C. The Impact of Number of Labels

As our next part of numerical study, the impact of parameter
K on algorithm performance is evaluated. The results are
displayed in Table III. For each combination of M and N ,
the table provides the optimal value, the performance value of
GAL, as well as the optimality gap in percentage.

As expected, the performance of GLA improves progres-
sively in respect of K. Note that, even with K = 1, GLA still
outperforms significantly the other algorithms for Max-Utility
and Min-Power (cf. Table II and Figure 2). For Min-Channel
and K = 1, the performance of GLA becomes close to that
of the BMNS algorithm, yet GLA remains noticeably better.

Using a large K, the largest gap goes below 1% for Max-
Utility, 10% for Min-Power, and 2% for Min-Channel. The
improvement is steep up to K = 25. The results also confirm
the previous observation that Min-Power is empirically harder
than the other two problems.

The results in Table III further shed light on the relation
between problem structure and algorithm performance. For the
two minimization problems, the optimality gap grows in M .
Recall that the number of potential labels to be considered is
directly related to M . When M increases and K is kept con-
stant, the likelihood of accommodating a locally inferior but
globally better partial solution decreases. In Max-Utility, the
allocation is utility based – increasing M does not necessarily
lead to worse performance because of better user diversity,
see Table III. However, sub-optimality due to problem size
does appear for N for Max-Utility. In contrast, for Min-
Power larger N consistently brings the solutions closer to the
optimal values, because resource competition among the users
is more dominating than problem size. For Min-Channel, the
performance difference due to N is very small.

D. Success Rates for Min-Power and Min-Channel
For Min-Power and Min-Channel, the success rate of

finding a feasible channel allocation is of significance. De-
termining the feasibility of Min-Power and Min-Channel
is NP-complete (see Section III). To examine the aspect
computationally, we consider (M,N) = (10, 64) and increase
successively the user demand from 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps. While
the demand grows, more and more user-block pairs become
infeasible for resource allocation, and thus finding an overall
feasible resource allocation becomes increasingly challenging.

Performance comparison is carried out for GLA with K = 1
and K = 10, and then algorithms MPD and BMNS in [14]
for Min-Power and Min-Channel, respectively. The results
are provided in Figure 3. For the demand target of 1 Mbps, all
algorithms are able to achieve feasibility for all instances. For
MPD and BMNS, the drop in the success rate over demand is
apparent. The decrease becomes sharp when the demand goes
beyond 1.4 Mbps. For GLA with K = 1, the degradation in
success rate is significantly smaller and more gradual. Setting

Table III
PERFORMANCE OF GLA WITH RESPECT TO K .

Max-Utility (Mbps, gap in %)
Optimum K=1 K=10 K=25 K=50

(10, 64) 62.21 61.39, 1.32 61.88, 0.53 61.95, 0.42 62.04, 0.27
(20, 64) 70.99 70.08, 1.28 70.59, 0.56 70.68, 0.44 70.72, 0.38
(10, 128) 125.59 123.21, 1.90 123.87, 1.37 124.15, 1.15 124.43, 0.92
(20, 128) 142.27 140.40, 1.31 141.01, 0.89 141.21, 0.75 141.31, 0.67

Min-Power (mW, gap in %)
Optimum K=1 K=10 K=25 K=50

(10, 64) 116.72 130.90, 12.15 128.98, 10.50 127.66, 9.37 126.87, 8.70
(20, 64) 381.61 431.25, 13.01 426.98, 11.89 421.14, 10.36 418.13, 9.57
(10, 128) 82.63 90.77, 9.85 89.50, 8.31 88.70, 7.35 88.55, 7.16
(20, 128) 290.81 320.96, 10.37 319.16, 9.75 317.43, 9.15 316.49, 8.83

Min-Channel, (channels, gap in %)
Optimum K=1 K=10 K=25 K=50

(10, 64) 23.80 25.13, 5.59 24.02, 0.92 23.92, 0.50 23.84, 0.17
(20, 64) 54.04 57.60, 6.59 55.58, 2.85 55.23, 2.20 54.83, 1.46
(10, 128) 18.76 19.89, 6.02 18.99, 1.23 18.89, 0.69 18.81, 0.27
(20, 128) 50.54 53.85, 6.55 51.89, 2.67 51.54, 1.98 51.24, 1.39
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Figure 3. Success rate of feasible allocation.

K = 10 clearly improves the success rate. In fact, with this
setting GLA is capable of delivering feasible allocations with
a 100% success rate for the entire demand range.

E. Time Complexity Comparison

There are M users and N channels with M ≤ N . Clearly,
the number of blocks of consecutive channels is of magnitude
O(N2). Because the per-channel power depends on block
size, calculating the utility in Max-Utility or determining
feasibility in Min-Power and Max-Utility of one user-block
assignment requires O(N) time. Overall, to simply examine
the performance values of all candidate user-block assignments
(with or without making any allocation) has a time complexity
of O(MN3). Therefore O(MN3) sets a reference of com-
putational complexity, because any algorithm considering the
O(MN2) possible user-block assignments will have a time
complexity of O(MN3) and in fact also Ω(MN3).

From the above, it is clear that the only way of getting a
lower complexity than the reference one of O(MN3) is to
carry out performance calculation separately for the channels,
without bundling channels together to form candidates of
channel block assignments. Algorithms RP, MUI, and MPD
do follow this approach. As there are O(MN) user-channel
assignments to select among per iteration, and at most N
iterations are required, the three algorithms run in O(MN2)
time. However, the local view induced by single-channel
allocation disregards the fact that the performance of a user is
a result of its assigned channels all together, not the individual
channels. This weakness is illustrated by Examples 1 and 2 in

Section IV-A, and further confirmed by the numerical results
in Sections VI-B and VI-D.

Algorithm BMNS does compute the candidate user-block
assignments in its construction. Once the values are available,
it follows from the description in [14] that the bulk of
computational steps requires O(M2N2) time. Thus the over-
all complexity is max{O(M2N2), O(MN3)} = O(MN3)
because M ≤ N , matching exactly the reference value.

By the analysis in Section IV-E, algorithm GLA runs in
O(M3N2) time, provided that the user-block performance
values are available, leading to an overall complexity of
max{O(M3N2), O(MN3)}. Which of the two terms dom-
inates depends on the relation between M2 and N . Thus
the complexity is bounded by one magnitude (in the num-
ber of users) higher than the reference, though the view is
pessimistic because typically M is significantly smaller than
N . This moderate increase in complexity in comparison to
the reference value is justified by three facts. First, GLA
provides a unified solution approach for Max-Utility, Min-
Power, and Min-Channel, in contrast to the other algorithms
that are specific for one of the problems. Second, GLA delivers
superior performance in terms of optimality and success rate,
as shown in Sections VI-B and VI-D. Third, GLA has global
optimality guarantee for the two tractable problem classes
(Section V), whereas the other algorithms do not.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented an algorithmic approach for three SC-
FDMA resource allocation problems, namely Max-Utility,
Min-Power, and Min-Channel. The approach exploits the
problems’ structure, to enable the view of these problems
as finding an optimal path in a graph. The resulting GLA
algorithm exhibits three features. First, solution procedures
for tackling the three resource allocation problems are unified
within a common algorithm framework of graph labeling.
Second, the algorithm parameter allows for a trade-off between
computation and optimality. Third, the design guarantees
global optimality for the user-invariant and channel-invariant
classes of all three problems.

Performance evaluation shows that the proposed algorithmic
framework is highly competitive in attaining close-to-optimal
solutions. The results also demonstrate the effect of the amount
of label storage on performance. In addition, the algorithmic
design yields high success rate of delivering feasible solutions
for Min-Power and Min-Channel.

Although the algorithm and the theoretical insights have
been derived for a specific setup of uplink resource allocation,
the results apply and extend along the following lines. The ob-
servations not only strengthen the applicability of the current
work, but also reveal interesting topics for further research.
• Following the basic algorithm design (Section IV), the

GLA algorithm is not restricted to the assumption of
equal-power distribution over the channels. Indeed, the
performance of assigning channel blocks to users are
part of the input. Thus the algorithm and the theories in
Section V are applicable to other types of power settings,
such as power allocation with water-filling to maximum
the sum rate over the assigned channel block.
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• The algorithmic concept is also applicable to scenarios
where the performance values (e.g., utility) of channel
assignment address a fairness metric, such as proportional
fairness (PF) at uplink [13]. Thus the GLA algorithm
can act as the core module in a scheduling context with
fairness embedded in defining the performance value.

• The current work has been motivated by SC-FDMA
for LTE uplink. However, as long as the consecutive-
channel constraint is present, our results extend to other
technologies (not necessarily cellular networks) as well
as both directions of communications. For example, a
WiMAX system scenario that includes allocation of ad-
jacent channels in downlink is described in [22]. For
downlink, typically only a peak power P s applies, which
however does not affect the validity of the algorithm.

• In a multi-cell setup, the uplink transmission of a user
generates interference to cells other than the serving cell.
Provided that cells coordinate their resource allocation,
the generalization to a multi-cell scenario amounts to aug-
menting a label to represent a joint decision of allocating
a channel block to users in respective cells, with the effect
of accounting for interference. Thus, using the notion of
graph labeling and extending it with interaction between
cells, the current work forms a basis for uplink resource
allocation in the multi-cell case.

From the above discussion, an extension for further in-
vestigation consists of performance studies of uneven power
assignment and resource allocation with a fairness metric that
is adapted over time. Another interesting line of research is to
generalize the solution approach to the multi-cell setup with
presence of interference.
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